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Lucien must destroy the one vampire who has taken everything from him, but unexpected surprises

turn the fight into more than just a battle for survival. Lives will be lost, and hearts will be broken.
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Okay now that I have had time to recoup from the emotional attack from this series I can finally write

the review that is needed to be written. Where to start, I loved this book, I loved this series and I am

absolutely devastated at how much I am missing reading more on these characters. This is the 3rd

book in the Devil Series and it was to me the worst with regards to emotional headache and loss.

There was so much going on in this book that you just couldn't figure out what would happen next. I

was on my seat and seriously wanted to throw my Kindle across the room several times because I

couldn't take the pain or I was angry with a character and their choices. There is a lot of trust issues

with me in this book for some characters and I just knew that I was going to be right on at least one!

Lucien and Eve are a beautiful pair, the fight they put together, the emotions they share and the

strength they use to help each other and others around them is so amazing. You feel so much from

each character because that is how great the writing is. I seriously was drained after reading all



three books. I know that it will be awhile before I even look at re-reading these books, that is how

much that is how much these books affected me emotionally. If you have not read this series or

anything by this author you are completely missing out! Just be prepared to not be able to put the

books down, to cry and laugh and throw things (try to not let it be your kindle, lol). You are in for an

amazing roller coaster of emotions, actions and never ending compassion!!! The only down side to

this series is the way the last book ended!! I need more (don't let that last sentence keep you from

reading the series though)!!!

I absolutely LOVED the first two books in this series. I think maybe I had too high of hopes for this

one to deliver the same (or greater) feelings as the previous two. There's tragedy, sorrow,

depression, loss, loss, and more loss in this story. I never felt a lift from it. And Eve's attitude and

decisions on how to deal with problems just straight up ticked me off. Lucien was just ramming his

head into a brick wall the whole time. Their relationship went from being super "awwww"-worthy to

"Omg, Lucien should just give up on her already!" Pretty sad that I reached that level of frustration

with it. =/ But who knows? Maybe the next installment will redeem all that. I'm assuming there will be

one since there were MAJOR plotlines left unresolved.

Was so excited to get The Devil's Soldier on it's release date and continue the story of Eve and

Lucien, fighting to strip vampire Boaz of his total all domination bringing the Supernatural world

exposure to the human race. Eve determined to defeat Boaz must face the power of Alarica and the

contained powers held within the necklace without losing herself in the process, with the risk of all

being lost to the hands of evil. Once again, Rachel McClellan pulls you in! Dare I hope for book #4!!

I give this whole series 5 stars. It was so good, I didn't want to put my kindle down. This was full of a

fight for good, and evil, love, friendship, and more. The characters were relatable, well developed,

and wonderful. This last book ended, in a way that the series could go on. Is it supposed to? I do

hope so. I recommend this series to everyone who likes paranormal books, with magic, and

vampires.

I have enjoyed reading this series. This last book was great at keep ones attention & pretty well

written. The cliff hanger ending is one that I don't quite care for. Granted it does leave you wanting

to know what's going to happen next, will Eve & Lucien make it? Who is & what is Tom? Is that a

battle they will fight & win? Will Eve get better, considering all the world depends on it even though it



appears she's only a shell of a person now?There's so much left undone I personally find it

frustrating with so many loose ends.

This entire series is so wonderfully written. Love everything about it. You must start from the

beginning. You wont be able to stop reading. I just read all three books in the last day and a half.

Amazing characters. I love how she left the ending open for possibly another book or not.

Boaz, the most evil of the vampires finally gets his. Eve, Lucien, Charlie, and Henry rid the world of

his evil ways. It was a mighty fight and they were victorious. Eve will finally be free. This third book

in the series wrapped up everything nicely. Enjoy!

Eve shows she is alive, but is soon turned back into Alarica. Can Lucien save her from herself

again?. Can Eve forgive herself for she has done as Alarica.? Together can all finally stop Boaz?

Parts were sad, but I can't wait to see what happens next
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